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GOALS
WHAT SHOULD RESIDENCE HALL’S TODAY ACHIEVE?

URBAN COMMUNITY
- CONNECT TO BOZEMAN COMMUNITY
- ENGAGE PARK FOR SAFTEY AND SECURITY
- USE SITE MOST EFFICIENTLY
- CONSIDER FUTURE WING ADDITION AND PEDESTRIAN PATHWAY

RESIDENT COMMUNITY
- CONNECT TO CAMPUS COMMUNITY
- STRENGTHEN STUDENT COMMUNITY
- INCREASE RESIDENT INTERACTION
- FOSTER ENGAGMENT AND ACADEMIC SUCCESS
MILLER HALL TRAIL CONNECTION

design drawings
**Active Space Definitions**

**Hub Space**
Primary vertical circulation area, contains inter-community shared spaces.

**Community**
Residents with one RA, each community contains quiet study space, active gathering area, and connection to sibling community.

**Sibling Communities**
Paired communities associated through community connectors, partnered resident advisors.

**Community Connectors**
Spaces that combine varied program types to promote inter-community connection, either vertically or horizontally.
CONSIDERATIONS

- Efficient land use
- Compact design
- Central hub space
- Parking concealed from college
- Activation of park
- Maximizes room views

- Space for third wing to the South
- Meeting city zoning requirements
- Urban edge on College St.
- Defines campus boundary
- Seasonal periodic shading impact
create spaces that encourage a variety of activities